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 Two sided market

 New concepts in the courts

 Indirect network effects 
: zero or negative price, feedback effect 

Rule of reason

 Traditional burden shifting process     

 Step1 (p-anti) ⇒ Step2 (d-pro) ⇒ Step 3 (p- a less restrictive method)
or Courts balance the first two

Disputes on which was the main issue in the case1

 (State petitioners) The ruling upended the customary rule of reason.     

 (Amex) the conflict exists only as to market definition.

1) Neely Agin(2018)



 Economic literature2

 Two-sided non-transaction market -> separate markets 
ex. Google, Facebook, newspaper

 Two-sided transaction market -> only one market should be defined
ex. Uber, Airbnb, credit-cards

 However, the main point is how to consider the effects from the 
both markets not the number of markets defined

 The number seems matter with burden shifting process

 (Second circuit & Supreme court) : one market – “the transaction”
- The Plaintiff must show an overall anticompetitive effect in step 1

 (District court & Dissent)  : two markets 
“shopper related service and merchant related service”

- The two services are fundamentally different.
- Treating the two as if they were part of a single market at step 1

has no justification.

2) Evans&Schmalensee(2013), Filistrucchi(2018)



Burden of proof in MRFTA 

 (without a justifiable reason)
The firm is responsible for verifying any pro competitive effects.

 (unfairly) KFTC needs to show anti- overwhelm pro-.

Amex in Korea as a practice
 (facts)

- Visa w 45%, Amex w 26.5%, MasterCard w 23.3% had no steering res-.
- Discover w 5.3% tried to steal merchants with lower transaction fees.

 Collective dominance for Amex (or unfair trade practice)
- unfairly limiting content of service

 The KFTC seems need to compare anti- and pro-.

 If the relevant market includes the consumer side, KFTC needs to 
check procompetitive effects in the consumer side.



Credit card service (2-sided transaction platform)

 (a single market) Shopper related services and merchant related 
services are not interchangeable.

 (two markets) Independent shopper related services
without merchant related service do not exist and vice versa.

Need to consider the product from the both sides respec-.

 Two-sided non-transaction market -> two products, two groups
ex. newspaper -> (News) TV is not sub for readers

(Advertising) TV could be a sub for firms

 Two-sided transaction market -> one product, two groups
ex. credit cards -> buyers (transaction service) merchants

- The same transaction could be different in the perspective of 
competitive constraint depending on the sides

- In the case, there could be two different single markets



 Parties

 US based eBay Inc. with a local subsidiary Open Marketplace
called “Auction” acquired Gmarket, 
the largest local Open Marketplace in 2009.

Relevant product markets

 Defined two distinct relevant product markets 
from the buyers’ and the sellers’ side

 Consumer-side : Internet shopping service (transaction)

- Open marketplace and the other online shopping malls
are substitutes.

 Seller-side : on-line Open Market sales service (transaction)



Competitive Assessment

 Internet shopping service market

- The post-merger market share was 30~35%.

 On-line Open Market sales service market

- The combined market share was over 85%.
(Gmarket 50%, Auction(eBay) 35%, Interpark 9%, 11St. 5% )

- likely to raise prices (fees) in a short term period

· Anti-competitive effects were deemed to be temporary 
due to dynamic changes in market structure.

· Incumbents may be overtaken by a new entrant with innovative
and/or differentiated services



Behavioral Remedies (to be implemented for 3 years)

 Restriction of price increase within change of consumer price index
(transaction fee, registration fee, advertising fee)

 Establish measures for protecting small-scale sellers (including 
provision of an exclusive gateway for small-scale sellers) and for 
enhancing compliance to prevent violation of MRFTA

 Thoughts from the merger case

 Even though we define the market as a platform or transaction 
with the both sides, the range of the platform could be different.

- Consumer-side : Open market, online shopping mall

- Seller-side : Open market



 How about if the transaction is the same from the both sides

 ex. Credit-card transaction, riding transaction, food delivery app

 Firms must be on the both sides to compete and actually it is 
hard to imagine any case with one side only.  

 The real point is how widely analyze a restriction

 (Transferring the cost of advertising to the merchant side)
Analysis on the merchant side would be enough
because the advertisements are not related with consumer benefits 
or (in other words) 
the advertisement does not related with the transaction.

 (Transferring the cost of promotions to the merchant side)
transaction related promotion – both sides
general promotion – the merchant side only



General principles

 Should be reviewed and imposed based on the particulars of the relevant
corporate combination and be able to remedy anticompetitive effects

 Should be the minimum necessary to remedy anticompetitive effects of 
the relevant corporate combination and restore effective competition

 Should be clear, specific and enforceable to the extent that determination
on the implementation of corrective measures can be assessed objectively

 May obtain opinions from Merging Parties and the interest parties for
the imposition and enforcement of corrective measures for the concerned
industry and protect the confidentiality of the merging parties

 In principle, structural remedies are imposed for corrective measures. 
Behavioral remedies should be imposed in a way to complement 
structural remedies by supporting their effective implementation. 
However, if structural remedies are not available or considered to be not 
effective, behavioral remedies alone can be imposed.

 Standards for the Imposition



Merging parties 

 1st(AMAT) and 3rd(TEL) semiconductor equipment makers in the world,
exporting $2.5 billion worth of equipment to Korea 

 Provided 70%(AMAT: 50%, TEL: 20%) of the total import in Korea

Competitive concerns

 Horizontal concerns

- 14 product markets (10 R&D and sale markets, 4 R&D markets)
- Mostly cutting edge equipment that requires high-level of technologies 

 Conglomerate concerns

- Would cover 9 out of 10 front-end manufacturing processes 

* Manufacturing circuits from wiper need 10 independent and complementary processes.

- Higher likelihood of excluding competitors by anti-competitive 
conducts, such as tying

 Innovation concerns

- 2 most competent companies in terms of technology and scale 
- Curtailment of innovation including delay in developing next 

generation equipment. 



 Proposed remedies by the Parties

 Disposal of overlapping business assets mostly at “product level”
 Certain behavioral commitments such as anti-bundling, 

raw material non-foreclosure, interoperability and product innovation

KFTC′s review on the Proposed remedies

 2 market tests to review the proposed remedies

 Not sufficient

- Very difficult to precisely separate assets* by equipment considering
the technical interconnectivity among the assets

* hardware(chamber & platform), software, IPs, knowhow, manpower, etc

- Even if feasible, the buyer of the divested assets would not be as
competitive as AMAT or TEL was

 The outcome

 KFTC delivered the review results, requiring a broader proposal

 Parties abandoned the merger plan



Difficulties in designing structural remedies 

 Understanding nature of the products and markets involved is crucial
to design remedies.

 (Products) Clarifying breadth of the competitive overlaps
 Complex Interrelationships among products

- ex. Many technologies used in multiple products
 Each business unit is highly dependent on other business unit 

 (Innovation) Identifying scope of remedies to replicate 
innovation pressure of one of the Merging Party
 Considered scale is important to competitive success in this industry 
 Neither excessive nor insufficient

 (The buyer) Evaluating upfront buyer’s ability
 Long-term business plan including R&D plan and product roadmap
 R&D budget including fund source and internal cash flow
 engineers and knowledge required to compete

 Lack of information and knowledge on high-tech markets
→ Dependence on opinion from main customers


